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The combination of advanced experimental and modelling techniques for DLC
coating optimisation in nano-scratch and nano-fretting tests
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DLC coatings can combine high hardness with low friction. However, they are often

deposited with high levels of intrisic stress and display low adhesion resulting in poor

performance in severe conditions. A key challenge is to develop advanced DLC

coating systems capable of withstanding more demanding applications in the

automotive and cutting tool sectors. Designing coating architecture for enhanced

durability in highly loaded sliding contact relies on optimisation based on

"knowledge-based surface engineering and tribology" coming from the application of

insights from improved experimental techniques in combination with advanced

modelling tools. In this study multilayer DLC coatings were produced by PECVD on

M2 steel and their mechanical and tribological properties determined from

nanoindentation, nano-scratch and nano-fretting tests. The coating yield stress Y and

the coating elastic modulus E, and their ratio Y/E have been evaluated from analysis

of nanoindentation data. Thevalues ofY and E were not affected by the choice of

indentation depth confirming the robustness of the analytical approach. The Y/E ratio

was incorporated into a global increment wear model [1] based on the effective

indenter concept to simulate the experimental nano-fretting data. Lower Y/E coatings

showed reduced wear resistance in the nano-fretting test but higher critical load to

failure in the nano-scratch test. Evaluating the evolution of the stress field during the

tests and extracting the wear parameters can provide key insights into which

properties really control the progression of the damage processes during the

nano-/micro-scale tribological tests and can be used to optimise the coating

architecture to minimise wear.

[1] www.siomec.de/pubs/2013/001
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